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1. Mission Statement 

Steve Cornell proposed that the Adult Tournament Committee have a mission statement. It was 
noted that the primary mission and purpose of the department, which is stated in the 2017 Adult 
Tournament Operating plan, is to promote the growth of adult tournament tennis in NorCal.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded: RESOLVED, the following be 
the Mission Statement of the Adult Tournament committee. 
 
“Increase tournament participation and provide participants a better tournament experience” 
 
This motion was approved 6-0. 

 
2.  Rule Changes 

A. Adult Tournament Seeding Criteria for NorCal Open and Senior Tournaments  
The ATC was informed that the current USTA NorCal seeding coordinators are proposing to 
remove the order of importance line from the seeding criteria because when the seeding 
coordinators seed the tournaments there are a number of factors that take part in coming to 
the decision regarding the seeding. 
 
The seeding coordinators would also like to add Universal Tennis Rating (UTR) as a criterion.  
The Men’s and Women’s seeding coordinators are now using the Universal Tennis Ratings for 
determining the seeds. 
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the Adult Tournament seeding criteria for NorCal 
Open and Senior Tournaments be amended as follows (new language is underlined, deleted 
language is stricken through): 
 
Seeding Criteria: 
Each seeding coordinator will look at all applicants in their division and seed using the 
following criteria in this order of importance; head to head records, indirect wins and losses, 
national rankings, sectional rankings, Universal Tennis Ratings (UTR) and any additional 
information available (standings list, player e-mails, etc...). 
 
This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale: By removing the order of importance it removes the notion that one criterion is 
more important than another when determining seeding when there are a number of factors 
that go into determining seeds.  Adding the Universal Tennis Ratings (UTR) as a criterion 



informs players that Universal Tennis Ratings (UTR) is a criterion that is used when seeding.    
 

B. Mileage Rule when sanctioning Adult Open Tournaments 
 The 150 Mile Rule when sanctioning Adult Open Tournaments was also discussed by the Adult 

Tournament Committee.  Under the current rule if there is already one adult open tournament 
sanctioned in a date block, a second open tournament cannot be sanctioned if it is 150 miles 
away from the first.  The ATC discussed the possibility of lowering or eliminating the mileage 
rule.  While having their discussion they looked at many factors such as the number of 
players currently participating in Adult Open tournaments, the accessibility of Adult Open 
Tournaments to players, the potential of how lowering or eliminating the 150 mile rule would 
help grow overall tournament participation, and how having more than one Adult Open 
Tournament in a date block might affect Adult Open Tournaments in terms of participation. 

 
 After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
 RESOLVED: that, effective with the 2018 sanctioning process, the mileage rule when 

sanctioning Adult Open Tournaments be amended as follows (new language is underlined, 
deleted language is stricken through): 

 
24. Mileage and Concurrent Tournaments. 
A. Adult tournaments. 
i. NTRP tournaments.  Where 4 events within a class have been applied for, the 

tournament will be requested to hold the fifth event also, if holding such event is within 
the limits of the number of available courts. 

ii. Senior tournaments 
a. Senior events ages 30-55 follow date block procedures, for Senior ages 60 and over, there 

are no date blocks.  There will be no date conflicts with respect to tournaments holding 
the same event (s) without written approval from both tournaments that the conflict is 
agreed upon. 

b. Consolation events in designated senior tournaments are optional. 
iii. Adult Open tournaments.  A second men's Open event may be sanctioned if it is at 

least 75150 miles away from the first.  A second women's Open event may be sanctioned 
if it is at least 75150 miles from the first. 
  

This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  Reducing the 150 rule to 75 miles for Adult Open Tournaments would help work 
towards increasing adult tournament participation which would be in line with the Adult 
Tournament Committee mission statement and goals while being mindful of not over 
saturating the adult open tournaments.  

 
C. Certified Officials of One Day Singles Tournaments  

The ATC discussed the rule regarding certified officials as it relates to one day tournaments.  
It was pointed out that the wording of the current rule required a certified official for one day 
singles tournaments but not one day tournaments.   
 



After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the adult tournament certified officials rule be 
amended as follows (new language is underlined, deleted language is stricken through): 

 
22. Certified Officials.  The Referee of each USTA NorCal sanctioned adult tournament with 

the exception of One-Day Doubles Tournaments shall be a referee certified by the USTA.  
A Certified Official is recommended at each satellite site and for each 8 courts of play.  
One Day Tournaments are exempt from this rule. 
    

This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  Amending the adult tournament certified officials rule would make the 
requirement for certified officials for one day singles tournament the same as one day doubles 
tournaments.  There have been no issues with not having a USTA certified referee at one day 
doubles tournaments.  Not requiring a referee at one day tournaments will help make it more 
cost effective for organizations to host one day tournaments.  It may also help keep the entry 
fee down for the players. 

 
D. One Day Tournament Match Format 

It was proposed to the Committee to remove the match format rule under the one day 
tournaments rule in the Adult Tournament Rules.  By removing the match format rule, it 
would allow the tournament to run the one day tournaments the with the match format that 
they want to use allowing them to run the tournament the way they want to run it and 
possibly allowing for more innovation.  The tournament would still need to following the USTA 
NorCal Adult Tournament Rules and the rules in the Friend at Court.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the match format rule under One-Day Tournament 
rules in the Adult Tournament Rules be removed as follows (new language is underlined, 
deleted language is stricken through): 

 
28. One-Day Tournaments.  Below are special provisions for one-day singles and/or doubles 

tournaments.  Except as provided below, these tournaments shall comply with all other 
Adult Tournament Rules and Sanction Rules: 

a. Maximum Entry Fee.  The maximum entry fee for a one-day tournament shall be $30 per 
player in doubles and $35 per player in singles. 

b. Match Format.  When a draw offers more than three matches, one 6-game set shall be 
played.  When a draw offers three matches, an 8-game pro set shall be played.  When a 
draw offers one or two matches, either the best of 3 tiebreak sets format or the best of 3 
tiebreak sets with a Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set shall be played. 

c.b. Multiple Flights Permitted.  The tournament may hold more than one flight per 
division.  For example instead of holding one draw in a division with 16 entries, a 
tournament may hold 2 draws in a division of 8 entries each.  Teams should be water-
falled by rank into flights (see example below).  If no ranking information is available, 



teams are drawn to flights by lot. 
 Waterfall Example:  If 16 players, ranked 1-16 are entered, players 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 

and 15 are water-falled into one flight and players 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 are 
water-falled into the other flight. 

e.c. Cancellation of a One Day Tournament.  In the case of inclement weather, no earlier 
than two days before the tournament start date, the tournament may contact the USTA 
NorCal Adult Tournament Coordinator to request a waiver to the cancellation of 
tournaments rule.  Waivers will be determined on a case by case basis. 
 

This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  Removing the match format rule under one day tournaments would give more 
flexibility to the organization running the tournament to determine what match format they 
want to use for their one day tournament.  The tournament would still need to be in line with 
one the USTA NorCal Adult Tournament Rules and Friend at Court.  Although there would not 
be a specific match format listed in the rules under the one day tournament rules, there is 
still a list of approved alternative formats that are listed in Adult Tournament Rule 8 for the 
organizations to choose from. 

 
E. Alternative Match Formats 

The ATC discussed the approved alternative match formats rule and discussed adding some 
alternative match formats to the list.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  

 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the approve alternative match format rule in the 
Adult Tournaments Rules be amended as follows (new language is underlined, deleted 
language is stricken through): 

 
8. Match, Scoring and Draw Formats.  All match and draw formats must be announced on the 

tournament home page before entries open. 
a. Match Formats.  All matches will be the best two out of three sets unless an alternative 

scoring format is approved by the USTA NorCal for adult events.  The 7-Point Tiebreak will 
be used at 6 games all. 

b. Approved Alternative Formats.  The following alternative scoring formats may be used:  
• All approved formats in Friend at Court; 
• Best of Three Tiebreak Sets with a 10-Point Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set; 
• Best of 5 short sets; 
• One set match; 
• 6, 8 or 10 game pro set; 
• Best of Three Match Tiebreaks; 
• No-ad scoring. 
 The tournament announcement must state which alternative scoring format will be utilized 

on the tournament home page before the entries open. 
 

This motion was approved 6-0. 



 
Rationale:  Adding “All approved formats in Friend at Court” clarifies that if the match format 
is in Friend at Court, it could be used.  “Best of 3 short sets” and “Best of 5 short sets” is 
being removed because it is in the Friend at Court.  Regardless of what approved alternative 
match format a tournament chooses, it is a rule that the tournament announcement must 
state which alternative scoring format will be utilized on the tournament homepage before 
entries open so players will know what format is being used when signing up for the 
tournament. 

 
F. Entry Fee Rule Regarding Inclement Weather 

It was proposed to the ATC to amend the entry fee rule regarding rained out tournaments to 
clarify when the player is entitled a refund and also to be in line with the USTA NorCal Junior 
Tournament Rules. 
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the Entry Fee Refunds rule in the Adult Tournaments 
Rules be amended as follows (new language is underlined, deleted language is stricken 
through): 

 
18. Entry Fees. 
a. Processing Fee May Not be Charged by Tournament Committee to Accept Entries. 

Tournament Committees may not collect the Active.com fee when a player does not 
register online. 

b. Nonpayment of Entry Fee.  The tournament may charge a collection fee for returned entry 
fee checks or nonpayment of outstanding fees at the tournament.  Nonpayment of entry 
fees or cancellation of payment after the entry deadline will result in player suspension 
until such payment is received by the involved tournament. 

c. Entry Fee Refunds.  The Tournament Committee shall refund a player's entire entry fee 
(minus the Tennis Link non-refundable registration fee) if the entry is not accepted, if the 
player withdraws before the draw has been published or no later than seven days before 
the start date of the tournament, whichever date is sooner. The Tournament Committee 
may not issue a credit for the entry fee in lieu of an entry fee refund. 

 The Tournament Committee shall not charge any fee (such as a processing, service, or 
handling fee) for refunding the entry fee.  No refund will be given if a player plays 1 
match and then the tournament is rained out.  No refund is required beginning 6 days 
before the start date of the tournament.  In the case where the tournament is rained out 
before the player starts a match, the tournament may withhold an administrative fee of 
$2.00 per event. However, in the case where the tournament is rained out before a match 
is played, the tournament may withhold an administrative fee of $2.00 per entry in the 
case of a tournament that charges a per-entry fee or a total of $2.00 in the case of a 
tournament that charges a base fee. 

d. Partial Rain Out Policy. 
i.  When Per Event Fee Charged. No refund of the per event fee will be required to be made 

to a player if that player finishes one match in an event and the event is subsequently 
rained out. 



ii.  When Base Fee Charged. No refund of the base fee will be required to be made to a player 
if that player finishes one match in the tournament, regardless of whether it is a singles or 
doubles match.  A finished match is a match that takes place on court and is played to 
completion, meaning a player has either won a match point or has won after the start of 
the match because their opponent has retired or been defaulted. 
 

This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  The amended rule is in line with the USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rules.  It 
also clarifies that no refund will be required to be made to a player if that player finishes one 
match in an event (or tournament when a base fee is charged) and the event is subsequently 
rained out.   

 
3.  Pete Sharkey Award Criteria 
 The ATC discussed the Pete Sharkey Award and confirmed the criteria for the award.  
 
 After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
 RESOLVED: that, effective with the award recipients selected starting in 2017, the criteria for 

the Pete Sharkey Award is as follows: 
 

Peter Sharkey Award: 
Monetary award given 
annually to a man aged 55 
and over who has won his 
first NorCal senior singles 
tournament in the preceding 
calendar year.   
 
Award amount is determined 
by the number of recipients 
and the amount in the bank 
account. 

• Recipient must be current USTA member. 
 
• For tournament to qualify as a player’s first 

win, it must have at least 5 players in the 
draw. 

 
• Player must apply for the award by the end 

of the tournament season. 
• Player must be a man aged 55 and over 

who has won his first NorCal senior singles 
tournament in the preceding calendar year. 

Objective 
determination 
made by staff 
following a 
review of the 
players and 
eligibility 
criteria. 

 
This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  The award criteria list has been the award criteria for this award for many years.  
When an Adult Awards Criteria document listing all adult tournament awards and criteria was 
created last year and passed by the Adult Tournament Committee and the Board, the criteria 
specifying that the first tournament won needed to be a senior singles tournament was 
inadvertently omitted.   
 
 

4.  Player of the Year Award Criteria 
The Committee also discussed the criteria for the NTRP, Senior, Open, and Family Player of the 



Year.  They discussed that a recipient of the USTA NorCal Player of the Year award should be a 
NorCal resident.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective with the award recipients selected starting in 2017, “Recipient must 
be a NorCal resident” be added to the eligibility criteria for the NTRP, Senior, Open, and Family 
Player of the Year Award. 
 
This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  Since the award is the USTA NorCal Player of the Year Award, it should be awarded to 
a USTA member that resides in the NorCal section.   
 

5.  Fast4 Pilots 
Michelle informed the ATC that USTA NorCal is going to start piloting Fast4 tournaments.  It was 
proposed to the Committee to give ranking points for these tournaments to help draw player to 
come and try the Fast4 Tournaments.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, ranking points will be awarded to USTA members 
playing Fast4 tournaments in accordance with the USTA NorCal Adult Tournament Ranking Rules. 
 
This motion was approved 6-0. 
 
Rationale:  Awarding ranking points to USTA members playing Fast4 tournaments may encourage 
current USTA tournament players to try the Fast4 format and give feedback on their experience 
with the format. 

4/3/2017 JUNIOR 
COUNCIL 

1. USTA Junior Player Oath & Parent/Guardian Pledge:  Passed 5-0-0 
 

RESOLVED:  Effective June 1, 2017, players in all USTA NorCal Junior Tournaments will be required to read 
and sign the USTA Junior Player Oath prior to taking the court for their first match of the tournament, and 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  Effective June 1, 2017, the parents or guardians of players in all USTA NorCal 
Junior Tournaments will be required to read and sign a Pledge to support good sportsmanship prior to their 
player taking the court for his/her first match of the tournament, and 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  A combined Oath and Pledge form will be developed so that it can be made 
available by Tournament Directors following the close of entries to all participants, and collected prior to each 
player taking the court, similar to how the USTA requires a waiver form to be signed by players and parents 
prior to taking the court in all national junior tournaments, and 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  Use of the Post-Match Peer and Self Evaluation is no longer required at Sectional 
Championships and Excellence Tournaments; however, Tournament Committees are encouraged to use 
these forms to promote good sportsmanship. 
 
Rationale: Junior Council desires to replace the current policy related to the use of the USTA Junior Player 



Oath (which is now only required at the Sectionals and Excellence) with a new policy for its use at all 
tournaments.  The new policy also includes a pledge that will be signed by parents/guardians.  This new policy 
is consistent with the Zero Tolerance Policy implemented in January 2017 that requires adherence to the 
principals of the Oath. 
 

2. Sanction Date Block for January Excellence Tournament: Passed 5-0-0 
 

RESOLVED:  Effective with the 2018 NorCal Junior Tournament Calendar, the Excellence Tournament that is 
held in January and includes the Martin Luther King Holiday Weekend, shall have one additional weekend as 
part of the date block (“Additional Weekend”); and 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  The tournament shall be scheduled to not include the Additional Weekend and, in 
the event of inclement weather, a decision to use the Additional Weekend shall be made in collaboration with 
USTA NorCal staff. 
 
Rationale:  The January Excellence tournament has historically been impacted by rain.  In some years, events 
did not finish and in others match formats were significantly reduced.  To maintain the integrity of the 
tournament, which not only is a high level NorCal tournament, but a USTA National Level 4 Ranking 
Tournament, Council concluded sanctioning an extra weekend for the tournament to finish is appropriate, and 
that use of this weekend will be made in collaboration with the USTA NorCal staff. 

4/3/2017 SACTION AND 
SCHEDULE 

1. Non-Sanction Fee Rule Amendment 
It has been proposed to the Committee to change the fee for a non-sanctioned tournament from 
$150 to $25.  Currently, the fee for a non-sanctioned tournament to appear on the Tennislink 
online schedule and use Tennislink for online entries is $150.  Reducing the fee for non-
sanctioned tournaments may encourage tournament directors and organizations to use the 
Tennislink program to host their non-sanctioned tournaments.  It would also give USTA NorCal a 
way to track non-sanctioned tournaments and players. 
 

• Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved 
by a vote of 3 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 
RESOLVED:  That effective immediately, the Committee hereby approves amending the rule as 
follows (new language is underlined, deleted language is stricken through): 

 
2. Sanction Deadlines and Fees. 

B. Fees for Non-Sanctioned Tournaments to Appear on TennisLink.  The fee for an 
approved non-sanctioned tournament that desires to appear on the TennisLink online schedule 
and use TennisLink for online entries shall be $15025, except that 

• schools hosting tournaments, such as end-of-season tournaments or college team 
tournaments, shall not be charged the fee; and 

• non-profit organizations hosting non-profit tournaments may have the fee waived by 
USTA NorCal.  Waivers shall be determined on a case-by-case basis.   

 
This motion was approved 3-0. 
 
Rationale: By lowering the non-sanction fee, it may encourage tournament directors and 
organizations to use the Tennislink program to host their non-sanctioned tournaments.  This 
would also give USTA NorCal a way to track the non-sanction tournaments and players playing 



in the tournaments.  The non-sanction tournament numbers would also count for the dashboard 
numbers and the goals.   

 
2. Sanction Rule Changes 

It was reported that the Adult Tournament Committee will be reviewing the 150 mile rule for 
Adult Open Tournaments.  The Sanction and Schedule Committee discussed the impact this 
potential rule change may have on sanctioning depending on the time an approved rule change 
would go into effect.  The Committee not only discussed the impact of a change to the 150 mile 
rule mid-season but all rules affect sanctioning.   

 
• Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved 

by a vote of 4 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  Any change in sanction rules should be implemented as part of the annual 
sanctioning process for the next calendar year.  Effective immediately. 

 
This motion was approved 4-0. 

   
This committee also recommends to the adult committee that if changes are made to this rule, 
they become effective the next calendar year. 
 
Rationale: If a rule change regarding sanctioned tournaments is implemented at the start of the 
sanctioning process for the next calendar year, organizations will be aware of the rule change 
when applying for a tournament.  Implementing a rule change mid-season would have a 
negative impact as sanctioning decisions would have been made that did not take into 
consideration the rule change.     
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